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INTRODUCTION - WINTER 16 COMPATIBILITY 

Salesforce.com has announced its latest release Winter 16, which delivers powerful new capabilities and features 

including the new Lightning Experience. In addition, there are a number of features related to the Salesforce 

Classic UI, including a change in the way HTML Home Page components render custom links.  

The changes introduced by Salesforce.com in Winter 16 affect Experian Data Quality (EDQ) contact data quality 

services. The impact to EDQ service is dependent on two specific factors –  

 Which EDQ verification mode is used? 

 Is Salesforce Classic or Lightning Experience used to access EDQ service? 

Experian Data Quality has no control on the changes being introduced in the Winter 16 release by Salesforce.com.  

This guide outlines the necessary steps to ensure continued EDQ service for affected customers (customers 

utilizing Rapid Search / Typedown Address verification mode and/or Inline Email and Phone verification within 

standard Salesforce pages) in the Salesforce Classic UI. 

The Lightning Experience is a new and revolutionary change to Salesforce’s CRM solution, as such the Experian 

Data Quality team are continuing to test, review and develop remediation options for existing customers utilizing 

Lightning. Updates and specific Lightning documentation will be provided shortly. 

SALESFORCE CLASSIC UI 

AM I AFFECTED BY WINTER 16? 

If you are using Rapid Search / Typedown address verification and / or Inline Email and Phone verification modes 

within standard Salesforce pages (standard Objects such as Accounts, Contacts, Leads and Contracts and custom 

Objects) you will be affected by the Winter 16 release.  

The easiest way to confirm if you are affected by Winter 16 is to check your object’s layout settings in the QAS 

administration tab, this will allow you to ascertain if you are using the affected verification modes highlighted 

above 

Another way of identifying if you will be affected is to check if you are using EDQ home page components.  

Open any Salesforce.com page and check whether the Console Helper 15 (or a variation of this such as QAS 

Console Helper Custom 15) and associated QAS Data Quality link are present in your home page sidebar as shown 

in Fig 1.0 below. 

Fig 1.0 - If you can see the Console Helper 15 (or a variation of this such as QAS Console Helper Custom 15) and 

associated QAS Data Quality link in your sidebar then you need to take action to ensure your EDQ integration is 

compatible with the Winter 16 release.  
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I HAVE IDENTIFIED I AM AFFECTED, WHAT IS THE IMPACT? 

This chapter describes the behavior and the steps which should be followed to ensure forward compatibility with 

the Winter 16 release. 

BEHAVIOR (SALESFORCE CLASSIC UI)  

When you navigate to your object’s (e.g. Accounts) Detail or Edit page you will notice that Typedown address and 

/ or Inline email and phone verification does not trigger and verification cannot be performed. 

Salesforce have restricted the ability to execute JavaScript from HTML Home Page Components on page load. As of 

Winter 16, users must click the link contained within the home page component each time the page loads to 

execute the JavaScript (there are four remediation options customers can chose from, including clicking the link). 

REMEDIATION STEPS 

There are four remediation options 

1. UPGRADE TO EDQ FOR SALESFORCE V5 - DYNAMIC PAGE OVERRIDE 

Upgrade to the latest EDQ for Salesforce v5 solution and use the page override integration method to integrate 

EDQ service. The page override method involves using Visualforce pages supplied by Experian Data Quality to 

override the New and Edit buttons on your respective Objects. These pages dynamically mimic your page layouts 

and include Experian Data Quality contact verification services within the dynamically created pages. End users will 

not notice any differences between the standard and overridden pages, additionally any customizations to the 

page layout are automatically picked up.  

EDQ for Salesforce v5 includes a number of new features and enhancements which significantly improve the 

contact data verification services provided by Experian Data Quality. We strongly recommend upgrading to v5. 

Contact your customer account representative or EDQ support for more information and next steps to upgrading 

to the EDQ for Salesforce v5 solution 

2. CLICK THE “GLOBAL DATA QUALITY” LINK  

Users will need to click on the "Global Data Quality" link located in the "Experian Data Quality" home page 

component to initialize EDQ service on the page, every time the page is refreshed / loads the link must be clicked. 

The steps users will follow will differ depending on if they are Sales or Service Cloud users  
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SALES CLOUD USERS –  click on the “QAS Data Quality” link to initialize EDQ service 

 

SERVICE CLOUD USERS - Expand the right side custom console component to access the home page (Fig 1.1). It 

is possible to make the right side custom console component wider by default from the Page Layout, which will 

make this process easier for users.* 

Fig 1.1 – Accessing the Home Page component 

 

Click on the “QAS Data Quality” link to initialize EDQ service (Fig 1.2). 

*To widen the home page component by default for Service Cloud users go to Setup -> App Setup -> Customize -> 

{Object Name} (e.g. Account) -> Page Layouts -> click Edit next to the Account Layout -> Click on the Custom 

Console Components and in the newly opened window edit the width of your Home Page Component to be 200px. 
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Fig 1.2 Click the QAS Data Quality link 

 

3. SWITCH TO ALTERNATIVE VALIDATION MODES 

Interactive and Passive validation modes are not affected by the Winter 16 changes, customers can switch to these 

validation modes. Navigate to the QAS administration tab and change to the required verification mode 

The respective verification workflow and user experience for these modes are different compared to Typedown / 

Inline email and phone.  

Web-to-Object verification is not affected by Winter 16 therefore utilizing this features is an alternative option. 

4. UPGRADE TO EDQ FOR SALESFORCE V5 - STANDARD BUTTONS 

Upgrade to the EDQ for Salesforce V5 solution and implement standard buttons which are used to invoke 

Typedown / Rapid Search and Inline email & phone service, EDQ service is only available from Detail view only. 

Address verification workflow - click on the standard button (only accessible from the detail page) as per Fig 1.3 to 

trigger EDQ functionality. 
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Fig 1.3 Using standard buttons to invoke EDQ service from Detail view 

 

Fig 1.4 – EDQ for Salesforce v5 Rapid Search (previously known as Typedown) pop is invoked  

 

Address, email and phone workflow - click on the “EDQ” standard button (only accessible from the detail page) to 

initialize EDQ service for address, email and phone touchpoints, as per the below screenshots. Users will be 

directed to EDQ custom Visualforce page where users can enter contact data and use EDQ service to capture, 

verify and enhanced valuable contact data. 
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Fig 1.5 Using EDQ standard buttons to invoke EDQ contact data Visual Force Page 

 

Fig 1.6 EDQ contact data Visualforce page allows customers to enter, verify and capture contact data. 
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Fig 1.7 Use the “Validate” button or click inside of the address fields to invoke the Rapid Search pop-up. 

 

Fig 1.8 Inline email and phone validation works as per Summer 15. 
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

Experian Data Quality actively regression tests all major releases from Salesforce.com as part of our ongoing 

commitment to ensure forward compatibility of Experian Data Quality service and new versions of Salesforce. 

During testing we have identified compatibility issues with the upcoming Salesforce Winter 16 release. 

This FAQ section provides an overview of Winter 16 compatibility, it highlights compatibility issues, available 

remediation options and timelines related to Winter 16 compatibility. 

In the Winter 16 release, Salesforce delivers powerful new capabilities and features including the new Lightning 

Experience……the new Salesforce user experience. Customers have the choice to switch to Lightning or remain 

with the Salesforce Classic UI. This document considers both Lightning and Classic separately for ease of reading. 

Note - The Lightning Experience is a new and revolutionary change to Salesforce’s CRM solution, as such the 

Experian Data Quality team are continuing to test, review and develop remediation options for existing customers 

and updates will be provided on a regular basis. Salesforce Classic is a well-known entity and the content pertaining 

to Salesforce Classic is well established. 

Q: What is Winter 16? 

Q: When will Winter 16 be released? 

Q: What is Lightning Experience? 

Q: What is Salesforce Classic? 

Q: Are all EDQ for Salesforce customers affected? 

Q: Who is affected / what is the impact? 

Q: Does the Winter 16 release impact Sales Cloud and Service Cloud customers? 

Q: What if I utilise EDQ service within a Custom Visualforce Page? 

Q: How do I know if I am affected? 

Q: What remediation options do I have? 

Q: There are many remediation options and permutations, which one should customers choose? 

Q: What steps do customers need to take? 

Q: Are all existing EDQ for Salesforce v3 / v4 customers affected? 

Q: When do I need to apply the remediation steps? 

Q: What if customers require assistance applying remediation steps? 

Q: What is Typedown address verification and Inline Email and Phone verification? 
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Q: WHAT IS WINTER 16? 

A: Salesforce.com release three major releases per year, these release’s follow a seasonal release cycle. Winter 16 

is one of these major releases and Experian Data Quality has identified key changes which will directly impact EDQ 

customers. 

Q: WHEN WILL WINTER 16 BE RELEASED? 

A: Visit https://trust.salesforce.com/trust/calendar for official release schedule. 

Fig 2.0 provides insight into release milestones, key milestones to note are – 

 August 20
th

 – Winter 16 pre-release available for sign up 

 September 11
th

 – Sandbox preview instances will be upgraded to Winter 16 

 September 26
th

 – NA1 instance upgraded (this is Salesforce’s own instance for internal staff) 

 October 10
th

  – Staggered release roll out begins - general release rollout to non-sandbox preview 

instances and production instances will begin 

Fig 2.0 

 

Q: WHAT IS LIGHTNING EXPERIENCE? 

A: Lightning Experience is the name for the all new Salesforce desktop app, built with a modern user interface and 

optimized for speed. It will be generally available in the Winter 16 release and can be turned on / enabled by 

admins thereafter.  

https://trust.salesforce.com/trust/calendar
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Q: WHAT IS SALESFORCE CLASSIC? 

A: Salesforce Classic is the name for the original Salesforce UI and app design. Salesforce Classic refers to the 

Salesforce user experience immediately predating Lightning Experience, it will continue to be available post Winter 

16. 

Salesforce provides great resources and tools for learning more about Winter 16 from both a Salesforce Classic and 

Lightning Experience perspective, click the links below to learn more 

https://developer.salesforce.com/trailhead 

https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTHome 

ARE ALL EDQ FOR SALESFORCE CUSTOMERS AFFECTED? 

A: No, the impact of Winter 16 will be dependent on specific factors: – 

 Which validation mode customer is using? 

 Is customer using Salesforce Classic or Lightning Experience? 

The customers plans with regard to remaining on Salesforce Classic or enabling the Lightning Experience is a key 

variable. With this in mind the majority of FAQ items below have been separated into two answers specific to 

Salesforce Classic and Lightning Experience. 

Q: WHO IS AFFECTED / WHAT IS THE IMPACT? 

A: Salesforce Classic: 

Customers utilising Typedown Address verification and / or Inline Email & Phone verification within standard 

Salesforce pages (standard Objects such as Accounts, Contacts, Leads and Contracts and custom Objects) will be 

impacted by the change outlined below.   

Salesforce have restricted the ability to execute JavaScript from HTML Home Page Components on page load. As of 

Winter 16, users must click the link contained within the home page component each time the page loads to 

execute the JavaScript (there are four remediation options customers can chose from, including clicking the link).  

Customers affected should follow the recommended remediation steps / options 

A: Salesforce Lightning:  

The following EDQ validation modes are impacted by Winter 16 with Lightning Experience enabled: -  

 Typedown address / Inline email & phone – EDQ service is not available with these modes enabled. This is 

due to limitations with Lightning. 

 Interactive / Passive address, email & phone – 

o Create a new record – Interactive / Passive address, email & phone verification is not available 

and will not invoke on Save as expected. 

https://developer.salesforce.com/trailhead
https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTHome
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o Edit an existing record – EDQ service will function as expected however there are limitations 

imposed. The record edit page must be accessed using the “Detail” tab of the particular record, 

thereafter EDQ service will be invoked as expected on Save. If the record edit page is accessed 

through another tab (e.g “Related”) EDQ service will not invoke on Save. 

Lightning Experience is a new and reimagined Salesforce for customers and partners, as such the EDQ team are 

continuing to test and remediate EDQ service within the Lightning Experience, further insight and remediation 

specific to Lightning will follow. 

Q: DOES THE WINTER 16 RELEASE IMPACT SALES CLOUD AND SERVICE CLOUD 

CUSTOMERS? 

A: Salesforce Classic: Yes, customers utilising Typedown address and Inline Email & Phone verification within the 

Sales and / or Service Cloud within standard pages are affected. Service Cloud users are further impacted as the 

HTML Home Page Component which contains EDQ link is not visible by default on the page therefore one of the 

remediation options available requires further consideration as clicking the link requires additional steps.  

Customers affected should follow the recommended remediation steps / options 

Salesforce Lightning: At this time we are still evaluating Service Cloud availability within Lightning, further update 

to follow.  

Q: WHAT IF I UTILISE EDQ SERVICE WITHIN A CUSTOM VISUALFORCE PAGE? 

A: Salesforce Classic: If you utilise QAS service within a Custom Visualforce page you will not be affected by the 

Winter 16 release regardless of what validation modes you use, however if  you utilise QAS service within standard 

pages and Custom Visualforce pages, the standard pages will still be affected and require action (custom VF pages 

are not affected). 

A: Salesforce Lightning: If you utilise QAS service within a Custom Visualforce page you will not be affected by the 

Winter 16 release regardless of what validation modes you use, however if  you utilise QAS service within standard 

pages and Custom Visualforce pages, the standard pages will still be affected and require action (custom VF pages 

are not affected). 

Lightning Experience is a new and reimagined Salesforce for customers and partners, as such the EDQ team are 

continuing to test and remediate EDQ service within the Lightning Experience, further insight and remediation 

specific to Lightning will follow. 

Q: HOW DO I KNOW IF I AM AFFECTED? 

A: Salesforce Classic: The easiest way to confirm if you are affected by the Winter 16 release is to check if you are 

using EDQ home page components:  
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Open any Salesforce.com page and check whether the Console Helper 15 (or a variation of this such as QAS 

Console Helper Custom 15) and associated QAS Data Quality link are present in your home page sidebar as shown 

Fig 2.1 below. 

Fig 2.1 

 

If you can see the Console Helper 15 (or a variation of this such as QAS Console Helper Custom 15) and associated 

QAS Data Quality link in your sidebar then you need to take action to ensure your Experian Data Quality (QAS) 

integration is compatible with the Winter 16 release. 

Lightning Experience: Impact to EDQ service with Lightning Experience enabled is very likely based on the major 

changes introduced by Salesforce. If you have enabled Lightning you will be affected and will need to take action. 

At this time we are still evaluating Lightning, further update to follow. 

Q: WHAT REMEDIATION OPTIONS DO I HAVE? 

A: Salesforce Classic: 

1. Upgrade to the EDQ for Salesforce V5 solution and implement the Dynamic page override integration method. 
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2. Click on the "Global Data Quality" link located in the "Experian Data Quality" home page component. Every 

time the page is refreshed users will need to click the link to initialise EDQ service (each time user creates a 

new record or edits an existing record) 

3. Upgrade to the EDQ for Salesforce V5 solution and implement standard buttons which invoke Rapid Search / 

Inline email & phone from Detail view only. 

4. Switch to Interactive / Passive validation modes or use Web-to-Object which are not affected. 

Salesforce Lightning: 

The Lightning Experience is a new and revolutionary change to Salesforce’s CRM solution, as such the Experian 

Data Quality team are continuing to test, review and develop remediation options for existing customers. Updates 

will be provided on a regular basis. 

Remediation options to follow 

Typedown address / Inline email & phone users –  

1. TBC 

Interactive / Passive address, email & phone – 

1. TBC 

Q: THERE ARE MANY REMEDIATION OPTIONS AND PERMUTATIONS, WHICH ONE SHOULD 

CUSTOMERS CHOOSE? 

A: The EDQ for Salesforce Winter 16 Remediation Matrix provides more insight into the respective remediation 

steps, pros and cons and recommended scenarios, we advise reviewing this doc to ascertain the right remediation 

step for your customer 

Q: WHAT STEPS DO CUSTOMERS NEED TO TAKE? 

A: Salesforce Classic: Affected customers should apply desired remediation to ensure continued QAS service within 

Winter 16. There are four remediation choices available. See the Salesforce Classic UI Winter 16 Compatibility 

Guide for detailed step by step instructions for each respective option. 

Salesforce Lightning: Further insight and remediation steps to follow 

Q: ARE ALL EXISTING EDQ FOR SALESFORCE V3 / V4 CUSTOMERS AFFECTED? 

A: Salesforce Classic: No, only Typedown and or Inline email / phone customers are affected utilising EDQ service 

within standard pages (applicable to Sales and Service cloud).  

Customers utilising EDQ service in Custom Visualforce page or utilising Interactive / Passive address, email / phone 

verification mode are not affected. 
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Salesforce Lightning: Further insight and remediation steps to follow however based on initial findings customers 

baling the Lightning Experience will be affected and experience loss of service. 

Q: WHEN DO I NEED TO APPLY THE REMEDIATION STEPS?  

A: Salesforce Classic: Selected remediation steps need to be applied before customers organisation is updated to 

Winter 16. 

Q: WHAT IF CUSTOMERS REQUIRE ASSISTANCE APPLYING REMEDIATION STEPS? 

A: Experian Data Quality will be available to assist customers through the Winter 16 release, if customers wish to 

arrange webex sessions to apply the remediation steps with the support of Experian team members they can do so 

by liaising with local support teams or there sales representative without any additional cost. 

Q: WHAT IS TYPEDOWN ADDRESS VERIFICATION AND INLINE EMAIL AND PHONE 

VERIFICATION? 

A: The EDQ for Salesforce solution provides various address, email and phone validation modes to ensure that 

contact data is captured accurately and quickly across channel.  

Typedown Address Verification: screenshot of the Typedown Address verification user interface (v4) 
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Inline Email Verification: screenshot of Inline Email verification workflow (v4) 

 

Inline Phone Verification: screenshot of Inline Phone verification workflow 

 

Interactive address verification: screenshot of Interactive address verification UI 

 


